P

William Yim

Finally, the time has come.

resident’s Message

To be honest, it is not easy to take the responsibilities of Club President. Being a
businessman, time is so essential and it is real hard to squeeze my schedule; and the worst
thing is you have to squeeze it even tighter! I know I’m going to deal with tons of district and
club matters. It’s tough, but I know it’s the right thing to do.

Before my presidency starts, all RCTP members and I were all delighted in the 25th Silver Jubilee Charity Ball on 11 June 2016.
The Ball Committee made an effort to plan and organize this important event, and it was so successful: over 500 guests
attended and witnessed the historical moment of our club. I can assure it is one of the unforgettable Rotary moments in the
history of District 3450.
On 4 July 2016, my cabinet and I proudly took the
responsibilities to lead our club, witnessed by DG
Peter, Incoming DG Eric, District Officers, Club
Members and spouses, classmates and friends in Club
Installation. I felt something special when the sash was
being put on my shoulder by IPP Vikky. It was such
memorable moment in my Rotary life.
In Rotary Year 2016-17, I am going to do something
new: projects will be organized on the theme of “Six
Areas of Focus”; local/overseas tours and visits to
friendly clubs/institutions will be more frequently
arranged; Rotary ABC (Rotary basic knowledge), RI
Information, and Rotary Moments will be shared in
regular meetings.
As usual, our community service projects will focus on
the youth and elderly. Existing projects will continue
and serve people in need. We will keep on cooperating
with local NGOs so as to extend our projects and serve
more people than in the previous year.
Rotary International President 2016-17 John Germ
said: “Together, we have provided extraordinary
service to our world; tomorrow, our world will
depend on us to do even more.” I will do even more
for the District and my Club during my presidency. Of
course, I can’t handle it alone. My dearest Board
Members, Committee Chairs and I will try our utmost
to bring it forward. Don’t worry. It will just be
another joyful and meaningful Rotary Year.
To our dearest CP Donald, IPP Vikky, PPs and fellow
Rotarians, thank you for your support.
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Claire Mak

ditor Says

A research published not too long ago by a University in the States has found that on
average, 4:34 pm of each day is the time when a person’s mood is at its lowest point and
the person is most vulnerable. Australian psychologists have also said that Wednesday is
the day people detest most.

Actually, we don’t really need researches to tell us
these. Half past four in the afternoon is nearing dusk.
Even though it can be blissful and lovely when the sun
goes down and turns dark, moods tend similarly to
turn dark and swing towards the depressive. As for
“Wednesday blues”, it is really stating the obvious. On
a Wednesday which is barely half of the week, most
people have already laboured through Monday and
Tuesday with the thought that there are still another 3
working days ahead before one can have some
breathing space in the weekend! Such a discouraging
thought does not really require a psychologist to
vouch for. Well, look at its contrast: Friday – TGIF!
I think each person has a mood thermometer every day.
The readings change with the onset of morning, afternoon
and night. The differences are just a matter of degree. I
recall a friend says he detests getting up each morning.
And understandingly so. When you get up in the morning,
you may still be straddling between your dream and the
real world. The image on the bathroom mirror that greets
you is one with ruffled hair and puffy eyes. Sometimes you
can’t even look properly as your eyes are still half-shut…
How energetic can one be at this moment?

Another friend has once told me he dreads Sunday
evening because Monday looms close and he feels like
about to be imprisoned. He cannot contain his
depressive mood and will become sulky for the rest of
the Sunday evening.

I tend to think such feeling arises out of an innate
pressure on oneself. The pressure may come from
workload or self-demand. It is not really something
which can be cured. Oh, maybe go on a holiday? I
think the symptoms may fade away.

Now that the Rotary Year comes to a new start … somehow, despite all the celebrations and parties, I have a slight
feeling of apprehension. Why do I feel my mood swinging like a pendulum? The parties are fun, the gatherings
joyful. Immediate Past President Vikky and Past Assistant Governor Frankie have brought the club to attain new
heights; and the past year has been very enjoyable and fruitful. Now we come to a new Rotary year with William
taking over at the helm, have we started on the right footing? Is our club going to be the same one and only club in
the District which has achieved the RI Significant Achievement Award as in the past year? William repeatedly says
we shall be a Go Easy club - have we been a difficult club in the past, I wonder? We are a club known to and did work
hard and also played hard. Is that going to change with the new leadership … Well, at least I spotted one difference.
William certainly has to brush up on his singing if he hopes to go anywhere near what Vikky has done to mesmerize
her club members and fellow Rotarians. Work hard William. Don’t go too easy as we are looking to you for some
leadership on “Rotary Serving Humanity”.
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We often promote to potential members that once you join Rotary, there are many
opportunities for fellowship and service. They are not limited to one’s own club as there
are joint club activities as well as activities at the district level. In fact, there is also a much
broader international platform where we can get involved - the Global Networking Groups.

Peter Lam

otary Information

Rotary Global Networking Groups

The interests and hobbies of Rotarians are as diverse as the membership itself. Global Networking Groups offer a way for
Rotarians to share their common interests with other members worldwide. Two types of groups fall under this umbrella:
Rotary Fellowships, which center around recreational or vocational interests, and Rotarian Action Groups, which focus on
specific issues.
Rotary Fellowships represent an abundance of recreational and vocational pursuits, including tennis, golf, music, and even
antique automobile among the recreational activities and professional interests such as accounting, law enforcement, and
pharmacology. Their activities are as varied as their interest. For example, the International Fellowship of Rotarian Convention
Goers promotes the annual RI Convention and assists at the orientation session for first-time convention goers, while the
International Fellowship of Flying Rotarians organizes “fly-ins” for members to meet in various parts of the world. In our
District 3450, the International Yachting Fellowship of Rotarians (IYFR) as well as the Rotarians Wine Appreciation Fellowship
are two popular groups which some of our members are more familiar and might have participated in some activities. Our golf
lovers will be interested to know that there is an International Golfing Fellowship of Rotarians (IGFR) 53rd World
Championship to be held in Rotterdam 10-16 July, 2016. The IGFR maintains connections with 13 different chapters all over
the world so maybe our golfers should explore?!

Wine Appreciation Fellowship

Flying Rotarians Fellowship

Fellowships of Railroading Rotarians

While Rotary Fellowships focus on hobby and having fun, there is a more serious volunteer service group which is the Rotarian
Action Groups that typically carry out service projects and activities concerned with a specific issue. For example, the Rotarian
Action Group of Dental Volunteers provides dental services to developing countries, and the Rotarians Fighting AIDS Rotarian
Action Group aims to mobilize Rotarians and provide global leadership in the fight against HIV/AIDS. The groups are organized
by Rotarians and Rotaractors who are proficient, and have a passion for service, in a particular field. Each group functions
independently of Rotary International, establishing its own rules, dues requirements, and administrative structure.
Membership is open to Rotarians, their family members as well as participants and alumni of all Rotary and Foundation
programs

EXAMPLES OF ROTARIAN ACTION GROUPS IN ACTION:
• The Rotarian Action Group for Population & Development works with Rotary clubs
in Germany, Austria, and Nigeria to reduce mortality rates among mothers and
newborns at hospitals in rural Nigeria.
• Rotarians for Family Health & AIDS Prevention sponsors an annual event to provide
preventive health care services, including HIV testing and counseling, to thousands
of people in hundreds of sites across Africa.
• The Rotarian Action Group for Microfinance and Community Development connects
Rotary clubs and districts with microfinance institutions to help poor people
establish income-generating activities.
It is interesting to note that Rotarians can form a new Fellowship and Action Group by
contacting RI. For more information, please check out: www.rotary.org/actiongroups
and www.rotary.org/fellowships.
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Rotary Foundation Centennial Information Page

PP Peter Lam

This Rotary year is our Rotary Foundation Centennial celebration year. Let’s take a look at some recent Rotary International
Foundation news and information.

Foundation’s achievements and future spotlighted at Korea convention
In his address to RI convention attendees on Tuesday, 31 May, Trustee Chair Ray Klinginsmith proclaimed that The Rotary
Foundation has never been stronger than it is today. Bolstered by generous contributions from members and robust
programs like PolioPlus and the Rotary Peace Centers, the Foundation's good work is drawing public notice, Klinginsmith
said: CNBC, a leading consumer and business news outlet in the U.S., ranked Rotary No. 5 among the top 10 charities changing
the world in 2015.
"Isn't it clear that our Foundation is truly better than ever before?" said Klinginsmith, who reported more than $269 million in
contributions last year.
To commemorate the Foundation's 100th anniversary, Klinginsmith asked members to aim for $300 million in contributions
in 2016-17. "It is a stretch goal, but we can do it," he said.
David Forward, author of "Doing Good in the World: The Inspiring Story of The Rotary Foundation's First 100 Years," joined
District 6840 Governor-elect Randall Feldman and Stephanie Urchick on stage to talk about the coming year's centennial
celebration.
Urchick, chair of The Rotary Foundation Centennial Celebration Committee, described the centennial's four
broad goals:
• Educate members and the public about Rotary and its Foundation.
• Recognize major achievements and accomplishments.
• Organize celebrations in our communities and at Rotary events.
• Inspire further support.
"It's that once-in-a-lifetime concept that makes the centennial celebration so exciting," she said.

It’s time to CELEBRATE 100 years of Doing Good in the World
In 2016-17, our Rotary Foundation turns 100. That’s a century of Rotary members changing lives and improving communities
all over the world. And that’s definitely something worth celebrating.
Through our Foundation, Rotary members have supported thousands of projects to provide clean water, fight disease,
promote peace, provide basic education, and grow local economies. We’ve also been a leader in the fight to eradicate polio
worldwide.
The centennial is the perfect time to share this impressive record with the world. Join us in making sure that every Rotary
member and people in every community know about the vital work of Rotary and its Foundation.

Ways to celebrate

Here are just a few ways we can join in and commemorate this historic milestone:

• Plan a special Rotary Day and invite everyone in your community to participate. It can be anything from a concert to a race
to a birthday party with a giant cake in the shape of the Rotary wheel.
• Hold a fundraiser in your community to support a Foundation grant project, the Rotary Peace Centers, or PolioPlus.
• Organize or participate in a global grant or district grant project.
• Promote your club or district projects that are funded by the Foundation.
• Dedicate some club meetings to Rotary Foundation topics.
• Challenge members to increase your club’s contributions to the Foundation
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Pre Ball Events with Sister Club Members (10th June 2016)
Pearl Dang

What a memorable Silver Jubilee Anniversary of RC Tai Po
this year! We had 2 sister clubs far away from Taiwan & the
Philippines joining our Anniversary Ball in this specific year!
We have also formulated a sister clubs reception program to
celebrate our Anniversary from this year onward! Excellent!
All arrangements for this reception were compact and
matched with our Ball. These included liaison with our 2
sister clubs from time to time since last April. We also
planned and arranged meals & venues, transportation,
accommodation and a 1-day tour for them. The
most important task was to initiate our own members to
attend and support all the programs so planned within those
few days! It was really exciting!

Although we were tied up with the Ball preparation, many of our members still squeezed their
valuable time to look for special souvenirs for our visiting guests of our 2 sister clubs! Some of
the souvenirs were engraved with the names of our friends and nicely packed for each
individual. This was to show our gratitude for their warm hospitalities while we were in Manila
last time. What a wonderful and touching scene that I have experienced! What a wonderful and
successful International friendship we have made!
On the first day of our reception program, 10JUN16, Friday, four RCTP ambassadors led the
way. They were PDG Kenneth, PP Peter, VP Patrick and I. We formed an airport pick-up team
that morning to pick up the big group of 26 members from RC Makati San Lorenzo (RCMSL). PP
Peter was also very nice to pick up members from RC Taipei in the afternoon for attending the
Annual Ball of our baby RC Central held that evening.
On the first day, we had a wonderful and yummy Shanghai lunch at Wu Kong Shanghai
restaurant and a nice buffet dinner arranged by VP Patrick at KCC to welcome our RCMSL
friends. Thank you again for our members’ support as we had a whole lot of participants from
our club joined and greeted them!
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 Joyous Fellowship with Over 500 Guests 
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 Speeches, Greetings and Well Wishes 

 Exquisite Prizes, Gifts and Mementos 
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 Spectacular Performances and Memorable Moments 
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Post Ball Events with Sister Club Members on 12 & 13 June 2016
Pearl Dang

On the day after our Ball, RC Taipei President Tomas couple and 11 members and friends
of RCT Diamond confirmed to join the whole day program together with PP Koji and
RCMSL. I had the chance to present my souvenirs to every members of RCT & RCTD on
the coach to show my sincere welcome! Also, they got nice pastries pack from Ball Chair
William during seafood dinner at Lei Yue Mun. Besides, all other participants in the
dinner party received a pastry pack from William too! P Carmen and 2 members from
our baby club, RC Central also joined dinner at Lei Yue Mun to meet members of their
sister club RCT Diamond.

All guests from Taiwan, except P Tomas couple, left Hong Kong on that evening. They
were picked up by PP Peter & PP Jacky to the airport! They enjoyed sightseeing and
shopping with us in Stanley Market very much! As an experience learnt from the trial this
year, hope we can have more RCT members joining our reception program next year!

We have arranged a farewell program for our sister clubs on
the last day. It was P Charlotte's mother birthday and she
flied back to Manila in the early morning. P Vikky was so nice
to pick her up to Kowloon Station for check-in and breakfast.
We had also arranged a farewell lunch and dinner for P
Tomas couple, RCMSL remaining group before they caught
their flight back home.

The 4-day program came to an end! Both of our sister clubs expressed their deep appreciation and enjoyed very much on our
reception through Facebook and words. Members of RCMSL also praised our Ball was so amazing and were impressed that we
had so many guests joining our Silver Jubilee!

To show our warm hospitalities, to deliver peace with good fellowship and to strengthen our team spirit for working out
reception programs, I sincerely look forward to joining hands with you all to greet our sister clubs in future!
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Baby Clubs Installations on 13th July 2016
Rotary Club of Central

Venue: Chinese General Chamber of Commerce
Congratulations President Henry Ho!

Rotary Club of SoHo Hong Kong
Venue: Regal Hong Kong Hotel
Congratulations President Edward Chu!
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RCTP Club Installation on 4th July 2016
Claire Mak

It’s the beginning of time, it’s the end of time.
Even though we shall not cease to
Be a Gift to the World
as we embrace

Rotary Serving Humanity,

the celebration dinner on 4th July 2016 at Royal Garden Hotel
witnessed the end of a superb Presidential term for Vikky
and William taking over as the club president.

Friendship, Praises and Gratitude
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The Changeover

The New Faces

The Lucky Well Wishers
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2016 Rotary International Convention – Seoul, Korea
On May 28th (Sat) we departed from HK and arrived at Incheon
Airport after lunch. Surprisingly there was no greeting from
local Rotarian and we only saw a small banner as welcome sign.
We rushed to the KINTEX Convention Center after checking in
hotel.

Arrival at Incheon Airport

Wilson Lam

The national martial art, Taekwando, was performed by over
100 young people and showed vibrant energy, teamwork
and spirit of Korean. This was followed by RI President K R
Ravindran who pulled loose the ribbon on a big box from
which 2 kids jumped out to symbolize the opening of the
107th Rotary International Convention in Korea. Flag
Ceremony came right after.
Our District 3450 was
represented by the 5 Stars China flag.

Registration Hall
Ancient Drum Performance

KINTEX Convention Center

Taekwando Performance

The venue, KINTEX Convention Center, is about 1 hour ride
from downtown Seoul. Our first pre-convention program to
attend the Welcome Festival which was held at Jamsil Arena,
Olympic venue. The night started with an ancient Korean story
followed by the Taekwando martial art performed by a group of
young people, cultural dance, ancient drum performance and Kpop groups singing performance. From the different
performances, we understand that the ancient Korean culture is
closely linked with China. From the screaming noise of the local
Rotarians and Rotaractors, we felt the popularity of these K-pop
groups.

Taekwando Performance

RI P. K R Ravindran
declared the
Convention open

Flag of China District 3450
K-pop Male Group

May 29 (Sun)

K-pop Female Group

Ban Ki-Moon
UN Secretary General

Drum Performace

All international Rotarians were assigned to attend the first
seating of the Opening Ceremony at 10:15.
There were over 25,000 attendees in the grand hall.
opening started with “Connect with Korea” performance.

The

Hon. Ranil Wickremesinghe
Prime Minister of Sri Lanka

Opening remarks – The Role of Service Organizations in
Both Developing and Developed Countries.

The UN Secretary-General, Mr. Ban Ki-Moon, addressed the
Convention and mentioned the formation of UN was actually
linked to the RI Convention in San Francisco in 1945. A seat
is given to a representative from Rotary since the beginning.
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The Prime Minister of Sri Lanka, Hon. Ranil Wickremesinghe,
then talked about the good work of Rotary had done to their
country. Rotary planned to organize the Polio National
Immunization Day in Sri Lanka in the late 70s but there was
civil war in their country and guerrilla were all over in the
countryside. It was the local Rotarians who took the chance
to open the dialog and convinced the guerrilla to cease fire for
the NID. This not only made the country Polio free but also
helped the unification of the country after. It is the power of
service organization, Rotary, which helped developing
countries like Sri Lanka. He expressed deep thanks to Rotary
and urged Rotarians to keep up the good works in developing
countries.

July 2016 Issue

souvenirs, meeting Rotarians from all over the world, trying
international food, different interest groups, cultural
exchange and etc…. The local Lotte Department Store also
did an outlet sales in the HOF venue and offered attractive
discounts for Rotarians. PDG David Harilela also represented
our District in a singing contest. It was really great fun.

PDG David Harilela singing Pretty Woman

RI President and Family

Barry Rassin, Aide to the
RI President Introduction
of RI President Family

Past RI Director Barry Rassin, Aide to the RI President, did the
introduction of RI President and his family. We all know Barry
Rassin as he was in HK as the RI President’s Personal
Representative addressing our District Conference in May.
The Opening Ceremony ended with RI President KR
Ravindran’s Welcome Address.

House of Friendship Hall

The Pin Man

The ONE in House of Friendship

May 30 (Mon)

The day 2 session started by introduction of RI Board of
Directors. Then 5 speakers delivered speeches:

1)
2)

3)
4)
5)

Mahatria Ra, Spiritualist. Topic - Be a Gift to the
World.
Gary Knell, President and CEO of National
Geographic Society.
Topic – Our Shared Responsibility to Explore and
Protect Our Planet.
Professor Sarah Parcak, National Geographic Fellow,
2016 TED Prize winner.
Topic – Exploring the Past From Space: The Future
of Archaeology.
Gary Haugen, President and CEO of International
Justice Mission.
Topic – Until All Are Free: How to End Slavery in
Our Lifetime.
Dananjaya Hettiarachchi, 2016 Toastmasters
International World Champion of Public Speaking
Topic – Featured Speaker on Leadership

Dinner With DGN HW Fung

Exotic Korean Food

Wanda in Korean costume

Octopus Feast

May 31 (Tues)

The General Session 3, Milestones, started with an
introduction of The Rotary Foundation Trustees. It was
followed by presentation of different key area of foundation
projects in Humanity, End of Orphanages, Polio Eradication
and The 100 Years of Doing Good.
There were many breakout sessions in each afternoon on
various topics of service projects and training as well.
House of Friendship is the place no one would miss when
attending the Convention. Information of service projects,

Group Photo for District 3450
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District Installation

9th July 2016  Hong Kong Convention & Exhibition Centre
Claire Mak

The July District Changeover is a time to reflect on the Rotary year just past and to get ready for the
coming year. As in the recent past years, Rotarians assembled to celebrate and hear the Outgoing Governor
on his reflection and achievement of the past Rotary year and for the installation of the Incoming Governor.
IPDG Peter Pang duly recapped the memorable moments of the Be a Gift to the World year and DG Eric
Chin previewed his year of Rotary Serving Humanity.
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Meanwhile, each participating club had their own celebrations as the president sash was passed from
immediate past president to the incumbent president. For RCTP, IPP Vikky handed over not only the
president sash over to Pres. William but also all the responsibilities that go with it.

What delights our club most is that
Immediate Past Assistant Governor
Frankie was duly recognized by IPDG
Peter Pang as Rotarian of the Year. As
Frankie could not attend the event, the
rest of us from RCTP went up to the stage
and received the honour on his behalf.
Of course, this important
evening did not go without
good entertainment.
The
Hong Kong Police Band
performed their pieces and
exhibited some traditional
Scottish dance. The highlight
of the evening is definitely
the spectacular performance
by the Music for the Young
Foundation conducted by Mr.
Gordon Siu and their joint
performance with the HK
Police Band.
The evening
ended on the entertaining
note of the mesmerizing
music.
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Sunshine Milestone

Tsang Pui Yan, Lau Tsz Lee
International Service Directors, RAC Wu Yee Sun College 2015-16

After preparing for half year, five committee members
together with ten participants finally went to Bali for a service
trip from 1st June to 8th June. We engaged in different services
including orphanage visit, mangrove plantation and garbage
collection on beach. Although we just spent eight days in Bali,
the experience really initiates our reflection on lives and
services projects.
Firstly, this service trip not only brings benefits to the children
in orphanage, but also to the participants and us. To begin
with, this trip initiates our reflection on whether we can offer
practical help for Bali’s children or not. We just stayed in the
orphanage for three days. After that, we will not be engaged in
their lives anymore. Did we really help them or did we just do
something to satisfy our desire for doing services? During the
debriefing session after the orphanage visit, one of the
participants reminded us that we should not underestimate
the effort we paid: a little act of caring can sometimes make a
big difference.

Moreover, the culture of Hong Kong and Bali are different and
gives us new perspectives in the modes of services. Hong Kong
is a fast paced city where people are constantly on the go and
life can get a bit hectic. People focus on effectiveness and
efficiency. While being efficient is something that should be
commended in Hong Kong, we found that there are something
more important than this from the Balinese people. Under the
influence of Hong Kong culture, when we were preparing for
the activities, we tried to provide purposes to the games such
as how to work out healthy lifestyles in order to make them
meaningful. We spent a lot of time in planning the rundown in
order to hold the games in a systematic way. However, there
were many variables and unexpected situation in reality, we
could not stick to the schedule and sometimes it got into a
mess. On behalf of the committee, we felt disappointed as we
were responsible. This time, the participants reminded us
again. The aim of the activities was to bring happiness to the
children. And happiness actually is simple, especially for the
Bali children. I still remember the time we played balls with them, we just ran around in the hall and climbed over the tables
in order to get the ball. Reviewing the photos we took with the children helps us recall the memories in the orphanage. We all
enjoyed playing with each other. The smiles of the children are sweet and pure which totally melt our hearts. They also
remind us that happiness is actually simple which depends on the people you spent time with or just simply your attitudes on
how to see the world.

Secondly, this trip raises our environmental awareness. We participated in mangrove plantation and garbage collection. In the
site for mangrove plantation, we learnt the importance of mangrove in Bali and we are impressed by the diversity of products
that can be made by mangrove such as snacks, soap and drinks. People may think that environmental conservation wastes
resources. However, mangrove plantation in Bali shows us that environmental conservation can be developed in a selfsustainable way earning income on the one hand and spending money in conservation on the other.

We also went to the beach for garbage collection. We found dead fish and chickens lying on the beach. Some of them were
wrapped in plastic bags. There are lots of plastic bags, slippers, glass bottles on the beach. To humans, these are items of
comfort, if not necessity. But to marine animals, they can be a floating minefield. This experience makes us reflect on how
cruel and selfish humans are nowadays. We should always bear in mind that we have the responsibilities to protect the
environment and respect all creatures.

To conclude, we dare not say that this trip was a very successful one,
however, at least we stepped out and tried to explore the other side of
the world. The experience in Bali gives us insight and inspiration on
future services projects. In addition, we want to express our deepest
gratitude to the Rotary Club of Bali Area of District 3420 together with
the five Rotaract Clubs in Bali including Rotaract Club of Denpasar,
Rotaract Club of Canggu, Rotaract Club of Bali Nusa Dua, Rotaract Club
of Bali Taman and Rotaract Club of Bali Ubud. Without their care and
support, it is impossible for us to organize the trip. Throughout the trip,
all of them are nice and talkative. We made friends and learnt the Bali
culture from them. We are still keeping contact with them and we hope
that we can cooperate again in the future. This trip is a wonderful
experience for us and we find that we are really risen by lifting others.
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Vikky and Frankie proudly
displayed the laurels of
Rotary Year 2015-16.

20th June 2016 – Club Assembly

A shy Meipo receiving a warm hug
from Vikky for the year of hard work.

Vikky toasted the end of the final
meeting.

Emotions swelled as Vikky was
congratulated for a year well done!

Peter did the lucky draw and Kenneth
emerged as the winner of the special
tea set, a gift from Sister Club RC
Taipei.

As the newest club member, Wilson
Woo rendered his opinion as
members discussed possible new
meeting arrangements.

11th July 2016

Former PP and Speaker Dr. John Wong
gave his projection of the Financial
Market by reference to the “Emperor’s
Insight” (帝王之學之下半年金融經濟)

William gave Red Box donations 3 times: as a first donor at the first regular
meeting of the year; for making too many mistakes; and as the last donor of the
meeting.

Sally and Wilson receiving the officer pin from
President William.

First lucky draw prize of a
bottle of XO donated by Louis
was won by lucky President
William.

Another raffle prize, a mosquito
repellant given by Dennis was won
by IPP Vikky.

Rotary Club of Tai Po URL: www.rctaipo.org FB: www.facebook.com/rctaipo
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A

Up

coming

ttendance

FRANCIS AU,
CAREN CHAN,
PATRICK FONG,
ANTHONY HUNG,
NATALIE KWOK,
PETER LAM,
WILSON LAM,
DENNIS LO,
SALLY LUK,
CLAIRE MAK,
MAN MO LEUNG,
ARMSTRONG SHEA,
ROGER SO,
JACKY SUNG,
K. F. TAM,
VIKKY TAM,
LOUIS TANG,
MASAYUKI TSUBAKI,
KENNETH WONG,
WILSON WOO,
ADA WU,
FRANKIE WU,
WILLIAM YIM,
CM YU

Day

Time

25 JUL

7:30 p.m.

(MON)
1 AUG

(MON)
8 AUG

(MON)

7:00 p.m.

Tombola (Bingo) Night

Regular Meeting

7:00 p.m.

---

Peter Lam
Minghay Yu

10-Cox’s Road,

Manila Trip (attending

Manila,

sister club RCMSL

Induction Ceremony)
7:00 p.m.

Average attendance: 82.85%

The editorial board

Fincher Room, KCC,

10-Cox’s Road,

Tips

(SAT–TUE)

SOMETHING TO SAY?

Tai Post wants to hear from you.
Write in to
claire.rctaipo@gmail.com
Tai Post reserves the right to
edit articles for length and
clarity.

Mariners’ Club, 11

Topic: Fire Safety Facts &

Jordan

The Philippines

Speaker: Mandy Tsang,

Fincher Room, KCC,

Director, RAC WYS

Jordan

International Service

Topic: Sunshine Milestone

Claire MakGOT

Main Hall, 3/F, the

Speaker: Rtn. Wilson Woo Fincher Room, KCC,

College

Chief editor

Venue

Jordan

AUG

(MON)

Event

Middle Road, TST

13-16

15 AUG

events

W
W

ithdrawal of
membership

David Chan
Patrick Yung

O

Jason Lo

n Leave

In June

e missed you

Sasha Chu
Ronald Chung
Jimmy Wai
Sincere Yip

10-Cox’s Road,

July

Happy
Birthday

16th Ada Wu
28th Armstrong Shea
29th Dorothy Chan

Rotary Club of Tai Po URL: www.rctaipo.org FB: www.facebook.com/rctaipo
Meeting at 7:00 pm every Monday at Fincher Room, Kowloon Cricket Club

